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ABSTRACT
Bacterial resistance to Ag(I) has been reported periodically with isolates from many environments
where toxic levels of silver might be expected to occur, but initial reports were limited to the
occurrence of resistant bacteria. The availability of silver-resistance conferring DNA sequences now
allow genetic and mechanistic studies that had basically been missing. The genes determining Ag(I)
resistance were sequenced from a plasmid found in a burn ward isolate. The 14.2 kb determinant
contains seven recognized genes, arranged in three mRNA transcriptional units. The silE gene
determines an extracellular (periplasmic space) metal-binding protein of 123 amino acids, including
ten histidine residues implicated in Ag(I) binding. SilE is homologous to PcoE, of copper resistance.
The next two genes, stiR and sflS, determine a two protein, histidine-kinase membrane sensor and
aspartyl phosphate transcriptional responder, similar to other two component systems such as CzcR
and CzcS (for cadmium, zinc and cobalt resistance) and PcoR and PcoS (for copper resistance).
The remaining four genes, silCBAP, are co-transcribed and appear to determine Ag efflux, with
SilCBA homologous to CzcCBA, a three component cation/proton antiporter, and SlIP a novel Ptype ATPase with a amino-terminal histidine-rich cation-specificity region. The effects of increasing
Ag concentrations and growth medium halides (CI, Br and I) have been characterized, with lower
Clconcentrations facilitating resistance and higher concentrations toxicity. The properties of this
unique Ag(I)-binding SilE protein are being characterized. Sequences similar to the silverresistance DNA are being characterized by Southern blot DNA/DNA hybridization, PCR in vitro DNA
synthesis and DNA sequencing. More than 25 additional closely related sequences have been
identified in bacteria from diverse sources. Initial DNA sequencing results shows approximately 520% differences in DNA sequences.

INTRODUCTION
The mechanisms of resistance to heavy metals that are encoded by various plasmid-based
genes have been thoroughly studied. 1’ 13
The best understood such system is that for resistance to
inorganic mercury and organomercurials. The basis of mercury resistance is enzymatic cleavage of
the Hg-C bond of organomercurials to release Hg +, followed by reduction of Hg + to volatile Hg by
the dimeric protein mercuric reductase, for which one example has a structure solved by x-ray
crystallography. This x-ray derived structure of mercuric reductase plus the crystal structure of a
cadmium-responding transcriptional repressor protein and the NMR solution of a periplasmic
mercury binding protein 6 are the only available protein structures for the several dozen different
proteins involved in various metal ion resistance systems. A related copper- and silver-binding
domain of a human protein has been solved. The bacterial mercury and human copper binding
domains are basically similar in secondary and tertiary folding, as expected, and specific yet-to-be
understood differences in the amino acids surrounding the binding site must account for the
different binding specificities. Most toxic heavy metal resistances result not from chemical
detoxification, but from energy-dependent "pumping out" of the toxic metal ion from the cell by
membrane proteins that function either as ATPases or as chemiosmotic cation/proton antiporters
Ag(I) resistance becomes the newest example of such efflux pumping.
Silver resistant bacteria have been found repeatedly in environments where silver toxicity
silver salts (silver
might be expected to select for resistance, such as burn wards of hospitals where
nitrate but especially silver sulfadiazine) are used as antiseptics to treat burns. 8 The wide variety of
other environments where silver is found and/or used has recently been reviewed. 2’3’14 These

’

include clinical use of silver or silver-coated catheters,
soil around mines, 9’ catchment areas
associated with photographic film production and processing, and water distribution systems
where metal compounds are used for control of infectious agents, such as Legionella. The most
common human exposure to Ag is with dental amalgams that contain 50%24 Ag "23, since the other
major component of amalgams, Hg(0), is slowly released in to the4body. Since it is clear that
released Hg(0) is oxidized and then selects for Hg-resistant bacteria, it seems likely that a similar
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release of Ag(0) followed by oxidation to Ag(I) occurs but has never been measured. Silvercontaining consumer products include silver-coated mints in Japan, Ag/-citrate complexes as health
food additives in Florida, domestic water purification cartridges in the USA, and super marketavailable colloidal silver for washing salad vegetables in Mexico. Silver is familiar in laboratory use as a
stain for proteins in polyacrylamide gels. There are uncertainties about the details, but the silver in
stained gels is reduced polymeric Ag(0). The staining process involves several stages. Initially
Ag(I) binds to previously denatured protein, a process dominated by histidine residues. This is
followed by stabilization of the polymeric
where an initial reduction event is catalyzed and
then nucleates multiple reduction events.
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Figure 1. Silver resistance genes, transcripts and protein products. A, Top line shows the
mRNAs. The open boxes indicate different genes or open reading frames (.ORFs) and their
orientations. Nucleotides (nt) between genes and the sizes of gene products in amino acids (aa) are
marked. B,withThe
#roposed function of each gene product, deduced from homologies to known
permis’sion

proteins.27,

RESULTS

180 kb silver resistance plasmid 27 that also confers resistances to
to several antibiotics. Fragments of pMG101 were cloned and transformants
screened for increased resistance to Ag+. 7 The use of several clones and primer walking led to 14.2
kb of sequence (GenBank accession # AF0679547) with seven recognized genes. On the right of
the silver resistance determinant (Fig. 1A), the first gene, silE, determines a small paeriplasmic
protein that is 47% identical to PcoE, of the E. coli plasmid copper resistance system. The SilE
Plasmid

pMG10126 is a

Hg + and tellurite, and
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polypeptide has its first 20 amino acids removed on movement across the membrane to the
periplasm and is synthesized only during growth in the presence of Ag+. 7 silE and pcoE DNAs and
upstream transcriptional promoters and regulatory sites are homologous; 7’a’9 but the sequences
downstream of silE and pcoE are unrelated.
Upstream from silE are the silRS genes for a presumed two component signal transduction
pair, consisting of a membrane kinase sensor and transcriptional regulatory responder, homologous
to other two component family pairs. 3 The deduced SilRS sequences are most closely related to a
new sensor/responder pair that was identified in the final segment of the E. coli chromosome
sequence to be sequenced. The copper resistance Pco system includes pcoRS upstream of

pcoE. 28

Upstream of silRS, the orientation of the genes and the nature of the gene products of the
silver resistance system are unrelated to the pco copper resistance system. The six open reading
frames (ORF; that is potential genes which would encode proposed proteins that would be
responsible for the resistance) in the silver resistance system are transcribed divergently from
silRSE (Fig. 1A). The silCBA genes appear to determine a three-component, membrane potentialdependent, cation/proton antiporter, ’’4 with homologs in the cadmium, zinc and cobalt
resistance system (Czc) of Alcaligenes. The components of this presumed Ag efflux system are
the inner membrane proton/cation antiporter, SilA, the membrane fusion protein, SilB, that brings
together the inner and outer membranes of Gram negative bacteria, a4’a and the outer membrane
protein, SilC. Between silC and silB, a small ORF was identified (Fig. 1A) that could determine a
polypeptide of 96 amino acids, which would be 45% identical to the product of a 110 amino acid
long ORF in the E. coil chromosomal homolog, a This ORF of unknown function is not found in
other homologous CBA systems, aa’a4’a Another ORF, potentially encoding a protein of 105 amino
acids in length, was found between silA and silP (Fig. 1A) but the product of this ORF lacks known
/

homologs.2Z

Table 1. Analysis of metal binding by SilE protein by ICP a
Protein sample

protein at 76 #M,
Apo-protein
Ag-loaded mM
Cu-loaded mM
Cd-loaded mM

Metal content gatoms/mol
Cd
Ag Cu
pH 5
< 0.01 < 0.01
10.8 < 0.01
< 0.01 < 0.01
< 0.01 < 0.01

protein at 10 l.tM, pH 5
Ag-loaded 10M
lmM
Cu-loaded lmM
protein at 10 #M, pH 7.5
Ag-ioaded 10 #M

mM
Cu-loaded
mM

protein
<
<
<
<

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

0.02 < 0.01
38.2 < 0.01
<0.01 <0.01

< 0.01
< 0.01
<0.01

1.1
5.5
<0.2

<0.01
< 0.01
<0.01

<0.01
< 0.01
<0.01

+,

SilE protein was exposed overnight in buffer to Ag /, Cu + or Cd and after exhaustive
dialysis against metal-free buffer, the protein and metal content were measured. No other metal ions
were detected by ICP analysis in these samples.

Purified

The deduced product of the final gene of the silver resistance determinant, on the left of
Fig. 1A, is a 824 amino acid P-type ATPase, SilP. A deletion of DNA in the middle of sflP results in
reduced silver resistance by the transformed cells (K. Matsui, unpublished data). SilP belongs in the
family of heavy-metal resistance efflux ATPases. 36 The SIP sequence contains all the specific
features of this group of P-type ATPases, including the conserved region around the
phosphorylated aspartyl residue, the ATP-binding region, the aspartyl-phosphatase determinant,
the CysProCys conserved in the predicted sixth transmembrane alpha helical region (thought to be
part of the cation translocation pathway), and the HisPro between the phosphorylation site, and the
317
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ATP binding region in the large aspartyl kinase domain. ’s6 There is one striking difference between
deduced SilP and earlier-described soft metal-efflux ATPases. ’36 The previously-described
cadmium, copper or zinc efflux ATPases (in animals and bacteria) have sequences including
GlyMetXCysXXCys towards the N-terminus and apparently in the cytoplasmic region.’zeThese
sequences are thought to provide cation binding for transport or its modulation. 37SilP lacks
cysteines in this location but has a HisAspHis instead in the comparable position. There is no silP
homolog in the E. coli chromosome close to the silABCRS homologs. However, twoahistidine-rich
P-type ATPase genes have been identified elsewhere on the E. coli chromosome. There is no
information concerning the cation specificity or physiological function of these ATPases.
The small periplasmic protein, SilE, was purified to homogeneity from bacterial periplasmic
proteins, and its sequence confirmed by N-terminal amino acid sequencing (J.F. Lo, in preparation).
Preliminary studies with purified SilE protein using atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) and
inductive-coupled plasma (ICP) analysis showed very high specificity for Ag(I)-binding (Table ). SilE
protein that had not been loaded with metal ions (apo-SilE) contained less than one cation per 100
polypeptide chains (Table ). When SilE protein was loaded with Ag(I), Cu(ll) or Cd(ll) and dialyzed,
about 10 Ag(I) cations were retained per polypeptide, but less than one Cu(ll) or Cd(ll) per 100
polypeptide chains. The amount of Ag(I) bound depended on the Ag(I)/protein ratio, the pH during
incubation, and whether Ag(I) was bound under concentrated (excess metal) conditions followed
by dialysis away from the protein, or by adding dilute Ag(I) solutions outside the tube and dialysis
inwards to the protein. In the absence of Ag(I), preliminary evidence for Cu-N bonding with SilE was
obtained by electron spin resonance (ESR) spectroscopy (J.F. Lo, in preparation). Circular
dichroism (CD) analysis of the SilE protein with and without added Ag(I) (J.F. Lo, in preparation)
showed a striking change in spectrum from predominantly unstructured to mostly alpha helix on
binding Ag(I). Folding to a well-defined structure on binding metal cations also occurs with the
unrelated poly-cysteine protein metallothionein. 39

50 tM
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Ag +
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Figure 2. Growtt] of sensitive and resistant E. coli on LB broth (tryptone, peptone and yeast
extract) with varying NaCI and Ag(I). Petri dishes containing LB broth agar with 5 to 30 g/I of NaCI
(0.09 to 0.5 M) and 0 to 600 l.tM Ag was streaked with a culture of sensitive (to the left of each
or resistant (to the right) bacteria and surface growth after 20 h at 37C photographed. from 44
section)
with permission
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Transcription of the silver resistance determinant was measured by Reverse TranscriptasePolymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR), Northern blot RNA/DNA hybridization and primer extension
analysis. z Three mRNAs are synthesized, one each for sflE, stiRS and silCBAP, as indicated in Fig.
1A. Their inducibility (by Ag /) and precise start sites were determined.
The E. coil chromosome has an uncharacterized six gene region (xxxABORF110CRS)
(listed in GenBank accession no. AE000162), that is more closely homologous to the new plasmid
silver resistance silABORF96CRS than to other available sequences. The cation substrate for this
presumed regulated cation efflux system is not known, but the candidates are Ag (since mutations
to silver resistance and Ag efflux have been found with E. coil 40) and Cu (since a Cu+/Ag efflux
ATPase has been identified in a different bacterial type4).
Conditions for distinguishing silver resistant from silver sensitive bacteria are not wellestablished, and even the existence of silver-resistant bacteria that cause a clinical problem has
been challenged (A.T. McManus, the presentation immediately preceding this one at the ACS
Symposium). It was useful to clarify some of the factors involved, in particular, halides ions can act as
precipitating agents, 42 while proteins and other biological Ag(I)-Iigands profoundly affect the
"bioavailability" of Ag(I). Earlier and recent experiments 4’"4 suggest three levels of effects: Firstly at
low halide (chloride), especially in natural environments and in the clinic, soluble Ag binds tightly to
the bacterial cell surface, inhibiting respiration and having other toxic effects. 45’’46’7 Paradoxically,
moderate levels of Clincrease the Ag(I)-resistance of resistant bacteria while increasing the
sensitivity of sensitive bacteria, perhaps by making Ag(I) more "bioavailable". 44 Br has a similar 4effect
to CI, but functions at lower levels reflecting the lesser solubility of AgBr compared with AgCl. And
I basically removes Ag(I) into a non-bioavailable precipitate. 44
It is less familiar that Ag(I)-halide precipitates come back into solution at higher halide
concentrations, readily forming water soluble anionic complexes (AgX and AgX), with relative
stabilities I>Br>Cl.48The water soluble anionic Ag-halide complexes appear to make the Ag(I) more
bioavailable, as high halide levels increase Ag(I) toxicity to both sensitive and resistant bacteria (Fig.
2). 26 Some results leading to these three conclusions are shown in Figure 2, where each section
shows the growth on an agar surface of sensitive (to the left) and resistant bacteria (to the right). At 5
or 10 g/I NaCI, the sensitive bacteria stopped growing between 50 and 100 pM Ag(I). The resistant
bacteria grow above 600 #M Ag(I). However, increased NaCI resulted in increased Ag(I) sensitivity
for both sensitive and resistant bacteria (Fig. 2). In a colored photograph of Fig. 2, the bacterial
growth appears slightly creamy in color, and the growth of the resistant cells on higher Ag(I)
concentrations show black pigmentation that is likely to be due to reduced metallic Ag(0). Silver
reduction does not occur during growth and therefore reduction is not the basis for resistance. This
is an important conclusion.
Following the availability of the DNA sequence in Fig. 1,7 we tested whether additional
bacteria might be found with identical or similar Ag(I) resistance determinants and DNA sequences.
Surprisingly, it is more difficult to measure silver resistance (Fig. 2) 44 than DNA homologies. The
preliminary results to date (Ao Gupta et al., in preparation)indicate that homologous DNA sequences
can be identified by Southern blotting (DNA/DNA hybridization) and polymerase chain reaction
(PCR; in vitro DNA synthesis) analysis and are found in many hospital isolates of a wide range of
/

/

/

bacterial species.

A one-page summary of this new work recently appeared. 49
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